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Abstract
Achordal graphH is a triangulation of a graphG ifH is obtained by adding edges toG. If no proper
subgraph of H is a triangulation of G we call H a minimal triangulation of G. We introduce a new
LexBFS-like breadth-ﬁrst-search algorithm min-LexBFS.We show that variants of min-LexBFS
yield linear-time algorithms for computing minimal triangulations of AT-free claw-free graphs and
co-comparability graphs. These triangulation algorithms are used to improve approximation algo-
rithms for the bandwidth of AT-free claw-free and co-comparability graphs. We present a certifying
recognition algorithm for proper interval graphs.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A chordal graph is a graph that does not contain chordless cycles of length greater than
three. A triangulationH of a graphG is a chordal graph on the same vertex set asG where
every edge ofG is an edge of H . If there is no triangulation of G that is a proper subgraph
of H we call H a minimal triangulation of G. In this sense, a minimal triangulation is
minimal with respect to the set of edges. With the optimization problem of minimizing the
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number of additional edges in a triangulation we associate the decision problem MINIMUM
FILL-IN. Given a graphG and a natural number k, (G, k) is in MINIMUM FILL-IN if and only
if there is a triangulation of G that has at most k additional edges with respect to G. It
holds that (G, 0) is in MINIMUM FILL-IN if and only if G is chordal. Due to the deﬁnition,
a triangulation ofG that has the smallest number of edges among all triangulations ofG is
a minimal triangulation of G.
Minimal triangulations ﬁrst arose in the context of vertex elimination schemes. Let M
be a sparse symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix that represents a system of linear equations.
This matrix deﬁnes a graph G where non-zero entries of M mean adjacency. Solving the
system by Gaussian elimination, new non-zero elements can be generated. GraphG can be
reduced by choosing a vertex in each step, making its neighbourhood into a clique, deleting
the vertex and restarting with the smaller graph. Rose showed that non-zero elements in the
matrix produced by Gaussian elimination correspond exactly to the edges that are added
to G when vertices are eliminated in the same order as columns [47]. If no new edge is
created, which means that no new non-zero element is generated, the elimination ordering
is called a perfect elimination scheme, and G must be chordal. Every chordal graph has a
perfect elimination scheme [19]. It is desirable to eliminate columns ofM in an order that
creates the smallest number of new non-zero elements. Translated into graph termini this
means to eliminate vertices ofG in such a way that the smallest number of edges has to be
added. However, this corresponds exactly to the problem of ﬁnding a triangulation ofGwith
the smallest number of edges among all triangulations of G. Yannakakis proved MINIMUM
FILL-IN to be NP-complete even for complements of bipartite graphs [51]. A suitable and
tractable solution is to compute minimal triangulations.
In the 1990s, a lot of work was devoted to minimal triangulations and interesting new
applications were found. Graph classes can be characterised by means of their minimal
triangulations. The probably most popular result is that a graph is AT-free if and only if all
its minimal triangulations are interval graphs [39,45]. Another result of the same ﬂavour
deals with a subclass of AT-free graphs. A graph is AT-free claw-free if and only if all its
minimal triangulations are proper interval graphs [45]. Moreover, the bandwidth of any
minimal triangulation of an AT-free graph G is at most twice the bandwidth of G [30].
Therefore, algorithms that compute minimal triangulations of AT-free graphs may provide
good approximation algorithms for the bandwidth of AT-free graphs. It is interesting to
note that minimal triangulation algorithms can serve as recognition algorithms for chordal
graphs: if the computed graph is the input graph itself, then the input graph is chordal.
The ﬁrst algorithm that computes minimal triangulations of arbitrary graphs was pre-
sented by Rose et al. [48]. This algorithm runs in O(nm) time.A simpliﬁed form resulted in
the famous LexBFS algorithm that recognises chordal graphs in linear time by generating a
perfect elimination scheme, if one exists [48].Years later, further algorithms for computing
minimal triangulations of arbitrary graphswere introduced by several authors [29,1,2].None
of these algorithms could be proved to run in o(nm) time. However, Dahlhaus showed that
there are a linear-time algorithm and an almost linear-time algorithm that compute minimal
triangulations of planar graphs and of graphs of bounded degree, respectively [14,15].
In this paper, we focus on two problems that are highly connected to minimal triangu-
lations, namely recognition and computation of minimal triangulations. Since we restrict
our input graphs to subclasses of AT-free graphs, minimal triangulations in this paper are
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always interval graphs [39]. We will introduce a new algorithm min-LexBFS that is a
breadth-ﬁrst-search algorithm and closely related to LexBFS. This algorithm is the central
part of linear-time algorithms that compute minimal triangulations ofAT-free claw-free and
co-comparability graphs. As a by-product we obtain a new algorithm for the recognition
of interval graphs. In case of AT-free claw-free graphs we can characterise the minimal
triangulations by means of the output of the triangulation algorithm. This characterisation
is strongly based on the Parra–Schefﬂer result about minimal triangulations of AT-free
claw-free graphs [45].
A wealth of recognition algorithms for interval graphs is known, e.g. [5,31,24,11]. Most
of them are based on an incremental strategy that processes vertex by vertex to compute a
suitablemodel, andwhen the currently processed vertex does not ﬁt, the input is rejected.An
algorithm that differs from this approach is the one byCorneil et al. [11]. They apply amulti-
sweep LexBFS-style algorithm to the input graph, where the whole graph is processed.
Only the last step needs to break ties for each vertex. Our algorithm runs in two steps. First,
a co-comparability ordering is computed and then a variant of min-LexBFS is applied
to the graph. If the input graph is a co-comparability graph, then the result is a minimal
triangulation of the input. Therefore, the output graph is the input graph if and only if the
input is an interval graph.
Kratsch et al. recently presented a certifying interval graph recognition algorithm [32],
which provides a proof—a certiﬁcate—of its decision. Precisely, their algorithm outputs
an interval model or an AT or a chordless cycle of length at least four. Such algorithms
are of high interest, especially in practice [50], since the user can trust the algorithm as
long as he trusts the certiﬁcates, even though he mistrusts the proof or an implementation.
Only a small number of certifying algorithms are known up to now, among which is the
standard recognition algorithm for bipartite graphs. It produces a 2-colouring of the input
graph, if it is possible; otherwise it ﬁnds an odd length cycle, which serves as certiﬁcate
of non-membership in the class of bipartite graphs. Another example is the planarity test
implemented in the LEDA system [37], which provides a planar embedding or a subdivision
of K5 or K3,3. We will give a proper interval graph recognition algorithm that outputs a
proper interval ordering of the input graph or anAT or a claw or a cycle of length at least four.
This algorithm is based on amulti-sweep min-LexBFS algorithm, similar to the algorithm
in [8]. Our algorithm is the ﬁrst (linear-time) certifying recognition algorithm for proper
interval graphs. It is easily implementable.Additionally, our approach emphasises a strategy
that is different from the incremental one discussed above. It seems possible to extend known
proper interval graph recognition algorithms by procedures that ﬁnd certiﬁcates. However,
such procedures heavily rely on the underlying recognition strategies and may result in
algorithms of high complexity.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 3, the algorithm min-LexBFS is pre-
sented. This algorithm generates orderings of the vertices of the input graph. We will give
a characterisation of those orderings. Berry and Bordat introduced the notion of a moplex
[3]. A moplex is a maximal clique-module whose neighbourhood is a minimal separator.
They showed that LexBFS always numbers the vertices of a moplex last. In Section 4,
we will discuss the same property for min-LexBFS. This property is essential for the
certifying proper interval graph recognition algorithm of Section 5 and the algorithm that
computes minimal triangulations of AT-free claw-free graphs presented in Section 6. We
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will prove that every minimal triangulation of anAT-free claw-free graph can be computed
by our algorithm. Using the proper interval graph recognition algorithm we will solve the
following problem in linear time. Given an AT-free claw-free graph G and a graph H ,
is H a minimal triangulation of G? This improves results for general graphs that were
obtained by Blair et al. [4], Dahlhaus [13] and Ibarra [27]. In Section 7, we present a
min-LexBFS-based algorithm for computing minimal triangulations of co-comparability
graphs. This algorithm can be transformed into an interval graph recognition algorithm.
The presented triangulation algorithms are used in Section 8 to obtain approximation algo-
rithms for the bandwidth ofAT-free claw-free and co-comparability graphs with worst-case
performance ratio 2, which improve previous results [18,30]. Except for the bandwidth
approximation algorithm for co-comparability graphs all presented algorithms are linear-
time algorithms.
2. Preliminaries
We consider only simple, ﬁnite, undirected graphsG=(V ,E), where V or V (G) denotes
the vertex set ofG and E or E(G) its edge set; edges ofG are denoted by uv, which means
that u and v are adjacent. We denote by n the number of vertices and by m the number
of edges in G. For graph H = (W, F ),G is a subgraph of H,G ⊆ H , if V ⊆ W and
E ⊆ F ; if one of the inclusions is strict, thenG is a proper subgraph ofH,G ⊂ H . Further
deﬁnitions and denotations follow mainly classical books like [22], especially in case of
notions not explicitly deﬁned here. The exact representation of a graph is especially of
algorithmic interest. We assume all graphs to be given by their adjacency lists. The (open)
neighbourhoodNG(u), or simplyN(u) if the context is clear, of a vertex u ∈ V is the set of
all vertices ofG adjacent to u; NG[u] =NG(u)∪ {u} denotes the closed neighbourhood of
u. For S ⊆ V,NG(S)= (⋃u∈S NG(u))\S denotes the open neighbourhood of S in G. By
G[S], we denote the subgraph ofG induced by S;G\S =G[V \S]. For some vertex u ∈ V
and an induced subgraphG′ ofG that does not contain u as vertex,G′ + u is the subgraph
ofG induced by V (G′)∪{u}. The graphG− e for some edge e inG is obtained fromG by
deleting e inG. A path P of length k−1 in a graph is a sequence (u1, . . . , uk) of k different
vertices with edges between consecutive vertices; P is a u1, uk-path. A cycle (u1, . . . , uk)
of length k is a path where u1 and uk are adjacent.A chord in a cycle is an edge between two
non-consecutive vertices. A chord is the unique chord in a cycle if there is no other edge in
G that forms a chord in this cycle. A cycle is called chordless if there is no edge in G that
forms a chord in this cycle.A chordless cycle must have length at least 4.A graph is chordal
if it does not contain a chordless cycle. Every chordal graph contains a simplicial vertex
[17], i.e., a vertex whose neighbourhood is a clique. An interval graph is the intersection
graph of a family of closed intervals of the real line; we will call such a family an interval
model I, and the corresponding interval graph will be denoted byG(I). Interval graphs are
chordal [22]. Three pairwise non-adjacent vertices u, v,w form an asteroidal triple (AT for
short) if there is a path between every two of them avoiding the neighbourhood of the third.
A graph is AT-free if it does not contain anAT.AT-free graphs have been studied extensively
in [10,12].
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Theorem 1 (Lekkerkerker and Boland [34]). A chordal graph is an interval graph if and
only if it is AT-free.
A triangulation of G is a chordal graph H = G ∪ F = (V ,E ∪ F),E ∩ F = ∅, where
F is a set of edges. H is a minimal triangulation of G if no triangulation of G is a proper
subgraph of H ; a minimal triangulation of a graph is minimal with respect to edge set
inclusion. If G is not connected, H is a minimal triangulation of G if and only if there is
a 1-1-correspondence between the components of G and H and every component of H is
a minimal triangulation of the corresponding component of G. Rose, Tarjan and Lueker
studied minimal triangulations and gave two useful characterisations.
Theorem 2 (Rose et al. [48]). LetG= (V ,E) andH =G∪F,E∩F =∅, be two graphs.
The following statements are equivalent:
i. H is a minimal triangulation of G,
ii. For every e ∈ F , e is the unique chord in a cycle of length four in H,
iii. For every e ∈ F , the graph H − e is not chordal.
A vertex of a graph is universal if it is adjacent to every other vertex.A claw is a graph on
four vertices containing three pairwise non-adjacent vertices and a universal one. A graph
is claw-free if it does not contain a claw, i.e., no set of four vertices induces a claw. AT-
free claw-free graphs are AT-free graphs that are claw-free. A proper interval graph is an
interval graph for which there is an interval model such that no interval properly contains
another; a unit interval graph is an interval graph for which there is an interval model such
that all intervals are of the same length. The notions of chordal AT-free claw-free graphs,
proper interval graphs and unit interval graphs are equivalent [46]. Surprisingly, minimal
triangulations are suitable to characterise AT-free graphs and AT-free claw-free graphs.
Theorem 3 (Möhring [39], Parra and Schefﬂer [45]). Let G be a graph.
i. G is AT-free if and only if all its minimal triangulations are AT-free.
ii. G is AT-free claw-free if and only if all its minimal triangulations are AT-free claw-free.
As a result, a graph isAT-free if and only if each of its minimal triangulations is an interval
graph, and a graph isAT-free claw-free if and only if all its minimal triangulations are proper
interval graphs. Therefore, minimal triangulations of AT-free graphs can be represented by
an appropriate interval model. As far as we know there are not many other graph classes
that can be characterised by means of their minimal triangulations.
2.1. Graphs and orderings
Some of the previously deﬁned graph classes provide an alternative deﬁnition using
vertex orderings. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, and let x1, . . . , xn be the vertices of G. For
an ordering = 〈x(1), . . . , x(n)〉 on V for a suitable bijective function ,≺ is deﬁned as
follows: for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V, u≺v if and only if u= x(i) and v= x(j), for
suitable i and j , and i < j . Equivalently, we say that u is to the left of v, v is to the right
of u, with respect to . By −1, we denote the inverse of , which means −1(x(i)) = i;
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 = 〈x(n), . . . , x(1)〉 denotes the reverse of . The left (open) neighbourhood of u with
regard to  is denoted by N−G(u) and contains all neighbours of u that are to the left of u
with regard to . Since the context will always be clear, we avoid a sub- or superscript .
The right neighbourhood N+G(u) and the closed neighbourhoods N
−
G [u] and N+G [u] of u
are deﬁned similarly. By lmG,(u), we denote the leftmost vertex in N−G [u] (with respect
to ); subscripts may be omitted if it is possible. The ordering  is a perfect elimination
scheme for G if x(i) is a simplicial vertex in G[{x(i), . . . , x(n)}] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
A graph is chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination scheme [19]. It is easy to
see that  is a perfect elimination scheme for G if and only if for every triple of vertices
u, v,w ∈ V , u≺v≺w, uv ∈ E and uw ∈ E implies vw ∈ E [48]. By H = (G,), we
denote the ﬁlled graph of G with respect to . H is the result of the following completion.
If G contains no vertex, then H = G. If u is the leftmost vertex in G with respect to ,
let G′ be the graph obtained from G by making the neighbourhood of u into a clique and
removing u. Let ′ be obtained from  by removing u. Then,H = (G′,′)+u where u has
the same neighbourhood in H as in G. In other words, H is obtained from G by making
vertices simplicial and processing them according to . Since  is a perfect elimination
scheme forH,H is chordal. As a consequence,H is a triangulation ofG. IfH is a minimal
triangulation of G, is a minimal elimination scheme for G.
Graph G is transitively orientable if each edge can be assigned an orientation such that
for all triples of vertices u, v,w ∈ V , (u, v) ∈ A and (v,w) ∈ A implies (u,w) ∈ Awhere
A denotes the set of oriented edges of G. If (u, v) ∈ A, then the orientation is from u to v.
IfG provides a transitive orientation of its edges it is a comparability graph; complements
of such graphs are co-comparability graphs. They can be deﬁned alternatively via vertex
orderings.G is a co-comparability graph if and only if there is a co-comparability ordering
 of V such that for all triples of vertices u, v,w ∈ V , u≺v≺w, uw ∈ E implies uv ∈ E
or vw ∈ E [33]. Co-comparability graphs are AT-free [23].
Graph G is an interval graph if and only if there is an interval ordering  of the vertices
ofG such that for every triple of vertices u, v,w ∈ V , u≺v≺w, uw ∈ E implies vw ∈ E
[40]. It can be tested in linear time whether  is an interval ordering for G. Obviously, an
interval ordering is both a perfect elimination scheme and a co-comparability ordering. If an
ordering  is both a minimal elimination scheme forG and an interval ordering for (G,),
we call it aminimal interval elimination scheme forG. Since we only regardAT-free graphs,
minimal interval elimination schemes will play a central role in our investigations.
Lemma 4. LetG=(V ,E) be a graph, and let  be a vertex ordering for G; letH =(G,).
For every vertex u ∈ V , lmH,(u)= lmG,(u). If H is an interval graph and  is an interval
ordering for H, an interval model of H can be computed in time linear in G.
Proof. For u ∈ V, lmH (u)≺lmG(u) implies the existence of a neighbour of u to the left
of lmH (u), which contradicts the deﬁnition of lm.An interval model ofH can be computed
straight forwardly using −1(lm(u)) and −1(u) as left and right endpoints of the interval
corresponding to u, respectively. 
Finally,  is a proper interval ordering of the vertices of G if for every triple of vertices
u, v,w ∈ V, u≺v≺w, uw ∈ E implies both uv ∈ E and vw ∈ E. A graph is a proper
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interval graph if and only if its vertices admit a proper interval ordering [35]. We observe
that  is a proper interval ordering if and only if  and  are interval orderings, which can
be tested in linear time.
2.2. Distances and separators
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. For two vertices u and v, a shortest u, v-path is a u, v-
path that has shortest length among all u, v-paths. The length of a shortest u, v-path is
the distance between u and v, denoted by dG(u, v). If there is no u, v-path, dG(u, v) =
∞. For G a connected graph and a vertex z ∈ V , deﬁne the BFS-levels S0, . . . , Sk of
G with root z such that u ∈ Si, 0 ik, if and only if dG(z, u) = i; k is the largest
number such that there is a vertex at distance k to z. An ordering  is a BFS-ordering
for G if for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V, u ∈ Si, v ∈ Sj , u≺v implies ij , where
S0, . . . , Sk are the BFS-levels of G with root (n). A BFS-ordering  for G with root z is
a BFS-ordering for G′ if the BFS-levels of G and G′ with root z are equal. The diameter
diam(G) ofG is equal to the longest distance between all pairs of vertices ofG; ifG is not
connected, diam(G)=∞.
Lemma 5. LetG= (V ,E) be a connected graph, and let  be a BFS-ordering for G with
root z= (n). Then,  is a BFS-ordering for H = (G,).
Proof. Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G with root z, and let S′0, . . . , S′ be the BFS-
levels of H with root z. Suppose there is i such that Si = S′i ; let i be smallest possible.
Then, Si ⊂ S′i , and there is a vertex u ∈ S′i\Si . By deﬁnition of H , there must be vertices
v ∈ Si−1 and x, x≺u, such that x is a common neighbour of u and v in G. Then, x ∈ Si ,
and by x≺u, u ∈ Si , too, which contradicts the assumption. 
We immediately observe that the converse of the lemma is not true in the general case.
Consider graphG depicted in Fig. 1. Obviously,H=G∪{ac, eg} is a minimal triangulation
of G, and no BFS-ordering for H is a BFS-ordering of G. We conclude that there is no
BFS-ordering  for G such that H = (G,).
For S ⊆ V, a, b ∈ V, S is an ab-separator in G if G\S does not contain an a, b-path; S
is a minimal ab-separator if no proper subset of S is an ab-separator. A minimal separator
inG is a minimal ab-separator for some vertices a, b ∈ V . A graphG is chordal if and only
if every minimal separator ofG is a clique [17]. It holds that S is a minimal separator inG
if and only if there are two different components in G\S such that every vertex in S has a
neighbour in both components [22].
a
c e
g
Fig. 1. A small counterexample.
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3. The min-LexBFS algorithm
In their paper about algorithmic aspects of vertex elimination processes on graphs, Rose,
Tarjan and Lueker introduced LexBFS [48]. This algorithm generates a vertex ordering
for an input graph in the following way. Each vertex is assigned a list of numbers as
label. In every step, a vertex of lexicographically largest label is removed and numbers are
added to the lists. For implementation aspects, they avoided the explicit maintenance of
the labels by using a partition reﬁnement approach. Paige and Tarjan [41] and Habib et
al. [24] used the partition reﬁnement technique to efﬁciently solve a variety of problems
such as sorting a set of words lexicographically, recognising interval graphs and computing
transitive orientations.
Let L = 〈C1, . . . , Ck〉 be a list of non-empty sets. We say that Ci is to the left of Cj ,
denoted by Ci ≺ Cj , if and only if i < j . An important operation on these sets, henceforth
called boxes, is partitioning. Let Ci be some box. We partition it by some rule into C′ and
C′′, deﬁne C′ to be to the left of C′′, call C′ the left partition box, C′′ the right partition
box, and obtain the resulting list 〈C1, . . . , Ci−1, C′, C′′, Ci+1, . . . , Ck〉. This operation will
shortly be denoted by partitioning Ci into 〈C′, C′′〉, or even L : Ci ← 〈C′, C′′〉. Each such
list contains only non-empty boxes, which means that empty boxes are instantly removed.
The rightmost box in L is the box that is not to the left of any other box.
LetG= (V ,E) be a graph. By a sequence of partition operations and a certain selection
rule for vertices, we want to compute an ordering of the vertices ofG. Starting with a list of
only one box containing all vertices, in each step we choose a vertex u from the rightmost
box of the maintained list and partition the leftmost box containing a neighbour of u. The
vertex ordering is given by the ordering of the chosen vertices.
min-LexBFS(G) returns :
1 begin
2 L := 〈V 〉;
3 for i := n downto 1 do
4 pick an arbitrary vertex u from the rightmost box of L;
5 (i) := u;
6 let C be the leftmost box in L containing a neighbour of u;
7 L : C ← 〈C\NG(u), C ∩NG(u)〉
8 end for
9 end.
After picking the last vertex of the rightmost box, this box is removed from the list. If,
for some picked vertex u, there is no box containing a neighbour of u, the list remains
unchanged. If all vertices in C are neighbours of u, the list also remains unchanged, but this
is because of C\N(u) = ∅. Of course, u has nevertheless been picked from the rightmost
box. Fig. 2 shows a graph and the ﬁrst iteration steps of a min-LexBFS run on it beginning
with a. At each step, the upright arrow points to the currently chosen vertex, and the capital
letters represent its still unselected neighbours. To the right of the upright (separation) line,
the ﬁnal sequence is iteratively generated. Both the lists to the left and to the right of the
separation line are ordered from left to right. The next chosen vertex will be f . The resulting
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Fig. 2. A graph and the beginning of a min-LexBFS run on it.
vertex ordering will be 〈h, i, j, g, e, f, d, c, b, a〉. In fact, every min-LexBFS-ordering of
the pictured graph that ends with a starts with the sequence 〈h, i, j〉. IfC also contains non-
neighbours of u, we say that u separates x and z for every x ∈ C\N(u) and z ∈ C ∩N(u).
In the example of Fig. 2, vertex b separates g and e.
If we want to start with a ﬁxed vertex, we can let it be a second input parameter, or
we initialize list L with a pre-partition. If, for example, we want s to be start vertex,
we initialize L = 〈V \{s}, {s}〉. We will call  a min-LexBFS-ordering for G if  can be
the output of some run of min-LexBFS on G. If we partition all boxes each time in-
stead of only the leftmost box containing a neighbour of the currently chosen vertex, we
obtain LexBFS (see also [48,24]). We run LexBFS on the graph of Fig. 2 and obtain,
for instance, 〈h, j, i, g, e, f, d, c, b, a〉. By trying all possibilities, we observe that every
LexBFS-ordering that ends with a starts with 〈h, j, i〉. We conclude that there are graphs
for which there are min-LexBFS-orderings that are not LexBFS-orderings, and vice versa.
More general, min-LexBFS does not always generate LexBFS-orderings. Another obser-
vation that we could draw from comparing both algorithmsmay be that the deletion of a still
unprocessed vertex from the graph during a run does not effect the ﬁnal ordering generated
by LexBFS, but can cause errors for min-LexBFS. In other words, the deletion of a vertex
from a LexBFS-ordering does not impede the subsequence to its right from being part of
a LexBFS-ordering. Whereas, in case of a min-LexBFS-ordering, even the subsequence to
the right of the deleted vertex may lose the property of being a min-LexBFS-ordering.
Fact 6. LetG= (V ,E) be a connected graph, and let  be a min-LexBFS-ordering for G.
Then,  is a BFS-ordering.
Proof. Suppose  is not a BFS-ordering; let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G with root
(n). Then, there are two vertices u, v, u≺v, u ∈ Si , v ∈ Sj , i < j . Without loss of
generality, we assume u to be rightmost among all those vertices fulﬁlling this criterion.
When the rightmost neighbour of u with respect to  is chosen, u and v are both contained
in the leftmost box. The subsequent partition results in u being in the right, v being in the
left partition box, which contradicts the assumption. 
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Proposition 7. The algorithm min-LexBFS can be implemented to run in linear time.
Proof. Generally, we use the same implementation as it was presented in [48] for LexBFS.
Each box is represented by a chained list and is attached to a so-called set header cell. These
cells are themselves kept in a chained list to establish the ordering of the boxes. Since we
want to partition at most one box each time, we have to know which is the leftmost one.
Each set header cell (each being the head of one box) is additionally furnished with two
numbers, the total number of elements (vertices) in the boxes to its left and the number
of elements in its attached box. The box to be partitioned has the smallest total number of
vertices in boxes to its left. The partition operation has to create a new box and update two
numbers. For every selected vertex, this takes time linear in its degree, which adds up to
linear time in total. 
We want to characterise orderings that can be generated by min-LexBFS.
Deﬁnition 1. LetG= (V ,E) be a graph. A vertex ordering  ofG has property P1 if and
only if the following holds for every pair of non-adjacent verticesu, v ∈ V : if lm(v)≺u≺v
then there is a neighbour w of u to the right of v such that lm(v)≺lm(w).
Proposition 8. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. A vertex ordering  for G is a min-LexBFS-
ordering for G if and only if  has property P1.
Proof. Let  be a min-LexBFS-ordering for G. Let u and v be non-adjacent vertices,
lm(v)≺u≺v. Then, lm(v) and u cannot be contained in the same box when v is chosen
by the algorithm. Otherwise, v separates u and lm(v) which contradicts lm(v)≺u. Hence,
there is a neighbour w of u, v≺w, that separates lm(v) and u. Obviously, lm(w) is in the
right partition box, like u. Therefore, lm(v)≺lm(w).
Now, let be a vertex ordering forGwith property P1. Suppose that cannot be generated
by min-LexBFS. Then, there is a ﬁrst vertex v that separates two vertices u and x where
x≺u. Without loss of generality, we assume x = lm(v). Obviously, u cannot be chosen
before x by min-LexBFS. By property P1, there is a neighbour w of u, v≺w, that is not
a neighbour of x. Since u and x are contained in one box when w is chosen, w separates x
and u. This contradicts the assumption. 
Since the premise of property P1 is false for interval orderings, interval orderings are
min-LexBFS-orderings.
We already discussed the case of deﬁning a start vertex for a min-LexBFS run. One
step beyond, we specify how to break ties in every case. Let min-LexBFS∗ be a variant of
min-LexBFS that gets inputG and  where  is a vertex ordering forG; min-LexBFS∗
works like min-LexBFS but chooses always the vertex from the rightmost box that is
leftmost in . We could say that the chosen vertex has highest preference with respect
to . We deﬁne a 2min-LexBFS-ordering for G to be the output of min-LexBFS∗(G,
min-LexBFS(G)), i.e., compute a min-LexBFS-ordering on the input graph and use this
to break ties in a second run. For k3, kmin-LexBFS-orderings are deﬁned similarly, and
they are generated by k min-LexBFS.
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Proposition 9. For every k2, a kmin-LexBFS-ordering can be computed in linear time.
Proof. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, and let  be a vertex ordering for G. It is sufﬁcient to
show that min-LexBFS∗ runs in linear time. A thorough look at the implementation of
LexBFS presented in [48] shows that the vertices in the right partition box appear in the
same order as they are kept in the adjacency list of the vertex that caused the partition (i.e.,
of the currently chosen vertex). In linear time, we can order the vertices in the adjacency
lists of G and the initializing box V according to . The algorithm always picks the ﬁrst
vertex in the rightmost box. 
4. Moplexes and the min-LexBFS algorithm
Berry and Bordat introduced the notion of a moplex. A moplex is one possible generali-
sation of a simplicial vertex. Dirac showed that every non-complete chordal graph contains
two simplicial vertices [17]. Berry and Bordat showed that every LexBFS run numbers the
vertices of a moplex last [3]. It follows that every non-complete graph has two non-adjacent
moplexes. This generalises Dirac’s theorem. So, moplexes provide insight into the proper-
ties of LexBFS-orderings. In this section, we will see that min-LexBFS also numbers the
vertices of a moplex last. This is a non-trivial result with respect to the work of Berry and
Bordat. The certifying recognition algorithm for proper interval graphs and the minimal
triangulation algorithm for AT-free claw-free graphs heavily rely on this moplex property
of min-LexBFS.
Deﬁnition 2. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, let M ⊆ V . The set M is a module in G if and
only if for all pairs of vertices u, v ∈ M : NG(u)\M =NG(v)\M .
So, every pair of vertices of a module has the same neighbourhood outside the module.
For example, connected components of a graph or its complement are modules. Since every
vertex itself and the whole vertex set are modules, too, every graph has modules. M is a
maximal module if it is not contained in any other module. Modules were discovered in
the literature several times independently. Gallai showed that each connected graph whose
complement is connected can uniquely be partitioned into its maximal modules of size less
than n up to isomorphism [20]. The iterative process on the maximal modules is called a
modular decomposition. Further information about modules and modular decomposition
can be found in [6,36].
In the late sixties of the last century, Roberts investigated proper interval graphs, which
he also called indifference graphs [46]. He implicitly deﬁned the notion of a maximal
clique-module which was extended by Berry and Bordat to the notion of a moplex [3].
Deﬁnition 3. LetG= (V ,E) be a graph,M ⊆ V .M is a clique-module if and only ifM is
a module as well as a clique; ifM is not properly contained in another clique-module ofG,
M is amaximal clique-module.M is amoplex if and only ifM is a maximal clique-module
and its neighbourhood NG(M) is a minimal separator.
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For simplicity, ifG is complete, the whole vertex set V is a moplex (and the only one) of
G. The relation belonging to the same maximal clique-module over the vertices of a graph
is an equivalence relation [46]. Therefore, different moplexes are disjoint. We call a vertex
a moplex vertex if it belongs to a moplex. A moplex is simplicial if its neighbourhood is
a clique. Then, a graph is chordal if and only if one can repeatedly remove a simplicial
moplex from the graph until the graph is empty [3]. Two moplexes are adjacent if one
moplex contains a neighbour of the other; adjacent moplexes form a clique. We give a new
characterisation of chordal graphs by means of moplexes, that will be useful in Section 5.
Fact 10. A graph G = (V ,E) is chordal if and only if there is no induced subgraph of G
that contains two adjacent moplexes.
Proof. In a chordless cylce of length at least four every maximal clique contains two
moplexes.And since a graph is chordal if and only if every induced subgraph of it is chordal,
it sufﬁces to show that no chordal graph contains adjacent moplexes. Let G= (V ,E) be a
chordal graph. SupposeM1 andM2 are adjacent moplexes andC=M1∪M2. SinceN(M1)
is a minimal separator there is u ∈ N(M2)\M1. Then, the minimal separator N(M2) is not
a clique, which contradicts G being chordal. 
The followingmain result about moplexes in min-LexBFS-orderings can be proved using
similar ideas as used by Berry and Bordat [3].
Theorem 11 (Meister [38]). Let G = (V ,E) be a connected graph, and let a be a min-
LexBFS-ordering for G. Then, a=(1) belongs to a moplex M in G, whereM={(1), . . . ,
()}, = |M|.
Theorem11 is not a simple corollary of the corresponding theorem forLexBFS. Consider
the graph depicted in Fig. 3. This graph contains exactly ﬁvemoplexes labelled by the letters
a, b, c, d, e. Independent of the start vertex, LexBFS can generate orderings with only b
or d as ﬁrst vertex, whereas min-LexBFS numbers only a or c last. Moplex {e} can be
generated by neither of the algorithms.
In [46], it is already mentioned that every chordal graph that is not complete contains two
non-adjacent moplexes. These can be found easily: run LexBFS or min-LexBFS on given
a
b
d
c
e
Fig. 3. Do LexBFS and min-LexBFS always generate the same moplexes?
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graph G, which generates one moplex, and rerun the algorithm on G starting with the last
numbered vertex of the ﬁrst run. Since G is not complete, the last numbered vertex in the
second run cannot be adjacent to the start vertex andmust therefore be contained in a second
moplex. If G is a proper interval graph, G contains at most two moplexes [46]. But this is
not a characterisation of proper interval graphs. Take as an example the P5 plus a universal
vertex, which is an interval graph containing exactly two moplexes (the endvertices of the
P5), but is not a proper interval graph since it contains a claw [46].
5. Certifying recognition of proper interval graphs
Decision algorithms normally provide only one-bit results: “yes” or “no”. Some decision
algorithms can be transformed to output a certiﬁcate, if they accept. A certiﬁcate is a proof
for which it can easily be veriﬁed whether it really proves the result of the algorithm. In case
of non-deterministic Turingmachines, accepting paths are such certiﬁcates. But still, in case
of rejection, a user may mistrust the algorithm. A certifying algorithm, therefore, tries to
convince the user of the correctness of its decision in both cases. Such algorithms are highly
interesting in practice, especially if their proofs of correctness or their implementations
are rather complicated or if the user requires a high level of security [50,37]. Though,
it is not easy to deﬁne what a “good” certiﬁcate is. Maybe the ﬁrst certifying algorithm
for recognising a class of graphs is the well-known recognition algorithm for bipartite
graphs. It outputs a 2-colouring of the input graph or a cycle of odd length. It can easily be
veriﬁedwhether the certiﬁcate proves the result. Recently, Kratsch et al. presented certifying
algorithms for the recognition of interval graphs and permutation graphs [31]. Their interval
graph recognition algorithm is based on Theorem 1 and outputs an interval model, if the
input graph is an interval graph, or an AT or a chordless cycle of length greater than three,
if the input graph is not an interval graph. All three certiﬁcates can be tested in linear time
by simple algorithms.
In this section, we present the ﬁrst certifying recognition algorithm for proper interval
graphs. This algorithm performs a simple 3-sweep min-LexBFS and outputs a proper
interval ordering, an AT, a chordless cycle of length at least four or a claw; this approach is
justiﬁed by Theorem 12. Our algorithm runs in linear time.
Theorem 12 (Roberts [46]). A graph is a proper interval graph if and only if it is chordal
and AT-free claw-free.
A lot of linear-time recognition algorithms are known for the class of proper interval
graphs such as those presented in [9,16,26,42]. Most of them apply a breadth-ﬁrst-search
strategy as a necessary pre-processing. However, a second step is needed to construct a
suitable representation of the input graph. Our algorithm is different. It also applies a
breadth-ﬁrst-search strategy but this already provides a proper interval ordering, if the
input graph is a proper interval graph. The same approach has independently been used
by Corneil to recognise proper interval graphs [8]. It is an interesting ﬁeld of research to
understand the properties of breadth-ﬁrst-search-style sweeping algorithms.Corneil,Olariu,
Stewart showed that a 4-sweep LexBFS variant recognises interval graphs by constructing
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an interval ordering [11]. Recently, Bretscher et al. presented a 3-sweep LexBFS variant
that recognises cographs, i.e., graphs without induced P4 [7]. It is worth mentioning that
this algorithm is also certifying: it outputs a cotree or an induced P4.
Our algorithm works as follows. It consists of two parts: the construction step and the
veriﬁcation step. The construction step is simply a 3min-LexBFS where the ﬁrst sweep
ﬁnds a moplex vertex of the input graph, the second sweep constructs an interval ordering
and the third sweepﬁnally constructs a proper interval ordering.The veriﬁcation step veriﬁes
whether the output of the ﬁrst step is an interval ordering and a reversed interval ordering. If
no violation has been encountered, the ordering is indeed a proper interval ordering, and the
input graph is accepted. Otherwise, the algorithm can construct anAT, a claw or a chordless
cycle of length at least four as certiﬁcate for non-membership. The proof of Lemma 15
shows that the moplex property of min-LexBFS is central for ﬁnding these certiﬁcates. It
seems possible to extend previous algorithms to ﬁnd certiﬁcates. However, this requires a
similar thorough analysis of what happens if the input graph is not a proper interval graph.
It is necessary to know that the ﬁrst and last vertices of a 2min-LexBFS-ordering of an
interval graph are at maximal distance, which we will prove ﬁrst.
Lemma 13. Let G= (V ,E) be a connected interval graph, and let  be a 2min-LexBFS-
ordering for G. Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G with root z= (n). For every u, v ∈
Si, i1, u and v have a common neighbour in Si−1.
Proof. Let ′ be the result generated by the ﬁrst min-LexBFS sweep. Let S′0, . . . , S′ be
the BFS-levels of G with root s = ′(n). If 1 then s is a universal vertex in G. For the
remaining proof let k2.We show that there are a connected componentC ofG\S1 and
a vertex u ∈ V (C) ∩ S2 such that for every vertex v ∈ S2\V (C) : N(v) ∩ S1 ⊆ N(u). Let
u ∈ S2 be a vertex on a shortest s, z-path, and let C be the connected component of G\S1
that contains s and u. Hence, u ∈ S′−2, N(u)∩ S1 ⊆ S′−1 and S1 ⊆ S′−1 ∪ S′. Therefore,
S2\V (C) ⊆ S′, since every shortest v, s-path for v ∈ S2\V (C) contains a vertex from S1.
Suppose there is a vertex v ∈ S2\V (C) that is not adjacent to some vertex w ∈ N(u)∩ S1.
By construction, it holds that z≺′v≺′w and due to property P1 of ′ there is a neighbour
x of v to the right of w that is not a neighbour of z. Since x ∈ S′−1 and x is not contained
in C, x ∈ S1. But then x must be a neighbour of z which contradicts the assumption.
Now, observe that there is atmost one connected component inG\S1 that contains vertices
from S3. Suppose there are two connected components in G\S1 that contain vertices from
S3. Since z is at distance 1 to every vertex in S1, s ∈ Si for some i2. By our assumption,
there is a vertex x ∈ S3 that is not in the same connected component of G\S1 as s, so that
d(s, x) i − 1+ 2= i + 1> i = d(z, s). But then, z could not be contained in S′.
Let i2. Let u, v ∈ Si be vertices in the same connected component C of G\Si−1.
Observe thatN(C) is a clique since it is a minimal separator. Suppose there are a neighbour
a ∈ Si−1 of u that is not a neighbour of v and a neighbour a′ ∈ Si−1 of v that is not a
neighbour of u. If u and v are adjacent then {u, v, a, a′} induces a chordless cycle; otherwise
u, v, z form an asteroidal triple. Hence, N(u) ∩ Si−1 ⊆ N(v) or N(v) ∩ Si−1 ⊆ N(u). If
u, v ∈ Si, i3, are vertices in different connected components ofG\Si−1, then they are in
the same connected component ofG\S1. If they have no common neighbour in Si−1, u, v, z
form an asteroidal triple. 
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Proposition 14. Let G= (V ,E) be a connected interval graph. Let  be a 2min-LexBFS-
ordering for G, and let a = (1) and z= (n). Then, diam(G)= d(z, a).
Proof. Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G with root z. If k1, then G is complete,
and the statement holds. Let k2, and let u ∈ Si and v ∈ Sj for ij . If i = 0, which
means that u = z, then d(u, v)k. If i = 1 then d(u, v)k, since S1 is a clique. If i2
then d(u, v)j − i + 2k due to Lemma 13. 
The following lemma, in fact, shows our main result in this section. The proof contains
an algorithm that ﬁnds an asteroidal triple, a chordless cycle of length at least four or a
claw in a graph for which 3min-LexBFS does not generate a proper interval ordering.
Remember that a proper interval ordering is an ordering that is an interval ordering as well
as a reversed interval ordering.
Lemma 15. Let G= (V ,E) be a connected graph, and let  be a 3min-LexBFS-ordering
for G. If  is not a proper interval ordering, then G contains an AT, a chordless cycle of
length at least four or a claw.
Proof. Let z=(n), and let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels deﬁned by . If  is not an interval
ordering there must be a rightmost vertex w such that there is a rightmost non-neighbour v
ofw where u≺v≺w, u= lm(w). Let v ∈ Sj andw ∈ Si . Since uw ∈ E, 1 ij i+1.
Let i = j = 1. Since z is a moplex vertex, v and w have neighbours in S2. If they have a
common neighbour a, {a, v,w, z} induces a chordless cycle of length 4 inG. If they do not
have a common neighbour S2, v and w have neighbours in one connected component of
G′ =G\N [z], and there is a shortest v,w-path P inG′ + v,w. We obtain a chordless cycle
P + z of length at least 5. Let i = j2. Let x ∈ Si−1 be a neighbour of v. By the choice
of v and w, x is a neighbour of w and has itself a neighbour a ∈ Si−2, so that {v,w, x, a}
induces a claw inG. Let 1 i < j . By property P1, there is a neighbour a ∈ Si of v,w≺a,
that is not a neighbour of u. By the choice of v and w, a is a common neighbour of v and
w. If uv ∈ E, {u, v,w, a} induces a chordless cycle of length 4. Let uv /∈E. If j3, then
u, v, z form an AT. Let a,w ∈ S1 and v, u ∈ S2. If u and v are contained in the same
component ofG\S1, then u, v, z form anAT. If they are not contained in one component, a
or w (being neighbours of z) must have neighbours in two different components of G\S1,
since S1 is a minimal separator. Then, we ﬁnd a claw in G.
Now, if is an interval ordering,whichmeans thatG is an interval graph, there is a leftmost
vertex u ∈ V , its rightmost neighbour w, and a leftmost vertex v such that u≺v≺w and
uv /∈E. If there is a neighbour x of w to the right of w that is not a neighbour of v, then
{u, v,w, x} induces a claw in G. In the remaining part of the proof, we will show that
N+(w) ⊆ N(v) is not possible, which completes the proof.
We can assume that k2 since otherwiseGwould be complete. Let a=(1). Letw ∈ Si .
Since w is the rightmost neighbour of u, u ∈ Si+1. We assume N+(w) ⊆ N(v). So, v is
also in Si , and therefore i1. We ﬁrst observe that lm(w) = u since a neighbour of w
to the left of u must also be a neighbour of v which implies u being a neighbour of v.
Similarly, lm(v) is to the right of u. Since all vertices between u and w are neighbours of
w,N−(v) ⊆ N(w). If there is a shortest a, z-path containing u or a vertex from Si+1 to the
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right of u, then there is a shortest a, u-path of length k− i−1 by the choice of u; if there are
only shortest a, z-paths containing a vertex from Si+1 to the left of u, then d(a, u)= k− i,
since every vertex from Si+1 to the left of u is adjacent to u. If there is an a,w-path of
length k − i, there must be an a,w-path of length k − i containing u, since u = lm(w).
It follows that d(a,w) = d(a, u) + 1. If there is an a, v-path of length k − i then there is
an a, u-path of length k − i − 1. It follows that d(a, u)< d(a,w)d(a, v). Let S and S′
be the sets of all vertices at distance d(a, u) and d(a,w) to a, respectively. Every vertex
in S appears to the left of v, which follows from arguments above and lm(w) = u, so that
N(v) ∩ S ⊆ N(w). For every vertex x ∈ S, w ∈ N(x) implies N(u) ∩ S′ ⊆ N(x), since 
is an interval ordering.
As we have seen, v /∈ Sk , which means that  on Sk is a proper interval ordering. Since a
has a neighbour in Sk−1, Sk is a clique. If Sk contains two moplexes, G cannot be chordal
due to Fact 10, and therefore, a is vertex in the only moplex in Sk . Furthermore, Sk con-
tains all vertices at distance diam(G) to z. Proposition 14 shows that the second sweep of
3min-LexBFS must have started with a vertex from Sk , precisely, with a vertex of the
moplex contained in Sk . Since min-LexBFS can number moplex vertices in any order, we
conclude that a is the moplex vertex with least priority during the third sweep, hence the
vertex that started the second sweep. Now, consider the second sweep of 3min-LexBFS.
Before a vertex from S is chosen by the algorithm, v and w remain in the leftmost box. S
contains no vertex that is a neighbour of v but not of w. As long as u has not been chosen,
w remains in the leftmost box containing neighbours of u. So, when u is ﬁnally chosen,
the box containing w must be partitioned. Either v and w are still in the same box, then
u separates v and w, or a previous selection caused a separation of v and w. The second
sweep therefore assigns high priority to v with respect to w. During the third sweep of
3min-LexBFS, v can never be contained in a box to the left of a box containing w by
assumption N+(w) ⊆ N(v). If v and w are always contained in the same box, v must be
chosen before w due to its higher priority. This contradicts v≺w. 
Theorem 16. There is a linear-time certifying recognition algorithm for proper interval
graphs that outputs a proper interval ordering, an asteroidal triple, a chordless cycle of
length at least four or a claw.
Proof. Given a graph G, apply 3min-LexBFS to each connected component of G. The
ﬁrst two paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 15 describe a linear-time algorithm that veriﬁes
whether a given vertex ordering is a proper interval ordering and ﬁnds an AT, a chordless
cycle or a claw, if it is not a proper interval ordering, provided that the ordering is a 3min-
LexBFS-ordering. 
6. On minimal triangulations of AT-free claw-free graphs
A graph isAT-free claw-free if it contains neither an asteroidal triple nor a claw. The cycle
on ﬁve vertices aswell as complements of bipartite graphs areAT-free and claw-free.AT-free
claw-free graphs have been studied before in the literature by several authors [45,30,25].
They allow faster algorithms for a number of famous graph problems compared to the whole
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class ofAT-free graphs [25]. In this section, we show that a simple linear-time algorithm can
compute a minimal triangulation of anAT-free claw-free graph. Furthermore, this algorithm
may output every minimal triangulation of the AT-free claw-free input graph. These two
results heavily rely on the moplex property of min-LexBFS. Finally, we show that the
problem, given an AT-free claw-free graph G and a graph H , is H a minimal triangulation
of G, can be solved in linear time. The presented algorithm uses the recognition algorithm
of Section 5.
Many results presented by Hempel and Kratsch rely on a structural result for AT-free
claw-free graphs [25]. The following lemma can be proved similarly to the corresponding
ones in [25] using moplex properties.
Lemma 17. LetG= (V ,E) be a connected AT-free claw-free graph, and let z be a moplex
vertex in G. Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G with root z. Then, S0, S2, . . . , Sk are
cliques in G, and diam(G)= k.
Due to Theorem 3, every minimal triangulation of anAT-free claw-free graph is a proper
interval graph. We show that a double-sweep min-LexBFS always generates a minimal
interval elimination scheme of an AT-free claw-free graph. This provides a linear-time
algorithm for computing the interval model of a minimal triangulation of such a graph by
applying Lemma 4.
Lemma 18. LetG= (V ,E) be a connected AT-free claw-free graph, and let  be a 2min-
LexBFS-ordering for G. Then,  is a minimal interval elimination scheme for G.
Proof. Let H = (G,). Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of G and H with root z = (n)
(Lemma 5). First, we show that  is an interval ordering for H . Since S2 is a clique in H
and by Lemma 17, the rightmost vertex in S2 is a neighbour of all vertices in S1 that have
a neighbour in S2. Then, every BFS-level is a clique in H due to Lemma 17 and z being a
moplex vertex. Suppose there are vertices u, v,w ∈ V, u≺v≺w, such that uw ∈ E(H)
and vw /∈E(H). Then, u, v ∈ Si for some i2, and uv ∈ E. According to the completion
process deﬁned by (G,), u and w are adjacent when u is chosen to be made simplicial.
This completion, however, adds edge vw. To show that  is a minimal elimination scheme
for G, we have to show for every edge in F = E(H)\E that it is the unique chord in a
cycle of length 4 in H (Theorem 2). Let uv ∈ F, u≺v, u ∈ Sj , v ∈ Si, ij . It holds
that lm(v)≺u by the deﬁnition of (G,). If i = j , then i = j = 1 by Lemma 17. If u
and v have a common neighbour x ∈ S2, x and z are not adjacent in H by Lemma 4, and
uv is the unique chord in the cycle (u, x, v, z). Otherwise, let w, x ∈ S2 be neighbours
of u and v, respectively. Since H is chordal, ux ∈ F or vw ∈ F must hold. Then, uv
is the unique chord in the cycle (u, x, v, z) or (u,w, v, z). Let 1 i < j . Then, lm(v) is
a common neighbour of u and v in H by Lemmata 4 and 17. Since  has property P1, u
has a neighbour w to the right of v that is not adjacent to lm(v) in H , and v and w are
contained in the same BFS-level. Then, uv is the unique chord in the cycle (lm(v), u,w, v).
Finally, i + 1<j cannot be true since the leftmost neighbour of v in H is in Si+1 or Si
by Lemma 4. 
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Theorem 19. There is a linear-time algorithm that computes a minimal triangulation of
an AT-free claw-free graph.
Proof. Run 2min-LexBFS on every connected component of the input graph G and
compute an interval model due to Lemma 4. 
If G is a connected proper interval graph and  is a 2min-LexBFS-ordering for G, then
G = (G,), since a minimal triangulation of a chordal graph is the graph itself. This,
however, does not imply a recognition algorithm for proper interval graphs since there are
interval graphs that are not proper interval graphs for which this also holds. The smallest
such example is the claw.
We show now that every minimal triangulation of an AT-free claw-free graph can be
computed by our algorithm. Note that every moplex of a minimal triangulation H of a
graph G is a moplex of G with the same neighbourhood in both graphs [3].
Lemma 20. Let G= (V ,E) be a connected AT-free claw-free graph, and let H =G ∪ F
be a minimal triangulation of G. Let z be a moplex vertex of H, and let S0, . . . , Sk be the
BFS-levels of H with root z. Then, S0, . . . , Sk are also the BFS-levels of G with root z and
diam(G)= diam(H).
Proof. Since S0 ∪ S1 = NH [z] = NG[z], the statement is true for S0 and S1. Let Si, i2,
be the ﬁrst level for which the statement is not true. Let S′i be the ith level of G with root
z. By H being a triangulation of G, S′i ⊂ Si . Let u ∈ Si\S′i , which means that u does not
have a neighbour in Si−1 in G. We delete all edges between u and vertices from Si−1 in H
and obtain graph H ′. Suppose there is a chordless cycle C of length at least 4 containing
u. It is easy to see that C can contain only two vertices from Si since Si is a clique due to
Lemma 17. But then C is a chordless cycle in H ′[Si ∪ · · · ∪ Sk] =H [Si ∪ · · · ∪ Sk] which
contradicts H being chordal.
Since G is a subgraph of H , diam(G)diam(H). Let z be a moplex vertex of H , and
let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels of H with root z. Then, S0, . . . , Sk are the BFS-levels
of G with root z, and since z is a moplex vertex also in G, we obtain by Lemma 17 that
k = diam(G)diam(H). 
Fig. 4 shows anAT-free graphG and its two different minimal triangulationsH1 andH2.
Although G and H1 have diameter 4, H2 has diameter 3. G contains a claw. By the way,
H2 cannot be computed by 2min-LexBFS, which means that no 2min-LexBFS-ordering
 of G yields H2 = (G,).
Let  be a proper interval ordering for a proper interval graph H . Then, for every pair of
adjacent vertices u and v, u≺v, it holds thatN+H (u) ⊆ NH [v], which follows by deﬁnition,
since  is an interval ordering. We already used this property in the proof of Lemma 15.
Remember that every proper interval ordering is an interval ordering and therefore a BFS-
ordering. Remember also that every proper interval ordering is a reversed interval ordering
and therefore ends with a moplex vertex.
Lemma 21. Let G= (V ,E) be a connected AT-free claw-free graph, and let H =G ∪ F
be a minimal triangulation of G. Let  be a proper interval ordering for H. Then,  can be
generated by a min-LexBFS run on G. Furthermore, H = (G,).
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G: H1: H2:
Fig. 4. Graph G and its two different minimal triangulations H1 and H2.
Proof. Let S0, . . . , Sk be the BFS-levels ofG with root z= (n); z is a moplex vertex. We
try to generate  by a min-LexBFS run onG, i.e., we always choose the vertex determined
by . Suppose that this is not possible. Then, there is a rightmost vertex x that separates
vertices v and u, u≺v, where ux ∈ E and vx /∈E. Without loss of generality, we may
assume u= lmG(x). Since min-LexBFS always computes a BFS-ordering, u and v must
be contained in the same level Si (Lemma 20). If i = 1, x, u, v are vertices in N(z), and x
has a neighbour in S2 by the moplex property of z, which contradicts u= lmG(x). So, i2
and u and v are adjacent. By properties of proper interval orderings, N+H (u) ⊆ NH [v], and
hence vx ∈ F . Since H is a minimal triangulation of G, there are vertices a and b, a≺b,
such that vx is the unique chord in the cycle (a, v, b, x) in H . Then, a≺v≺x≺b, and u
is not to the right of a. Since u and b are not adjacent in H there is a vertex to the right of
x that separates u and v, which contradicts the assumption.
Suppose (G,) = H . SinceH is a minimal triangulation ofG, there must be an edge in
(G,) that is not inH . Let u ∈ Si be the leftmost vertex with regard to whose completion
makes two vertices v and w adjacent in (G,) during the completion process that are not
adjacent in H . Since z is a moplex vertex, S0 ∪ S1 is a clique in H . Therefore, i2 and
v ∈ Si, w ∈ Si−1, u≺v≺w. Since  is a proper interval ordering, vw ∈ F . 
Theorem 22. A graph H is a minimal triangulation of a connected AT-free claw-free graph
G if and only if there is a 2min-LexBFS-ordering  for G such that H = (G,).
Proof. If  is a 2min-LexBFS-ordering ofG,H=(G,) is a minimal triangulation ofG by
Lemma 18. IfH is a minimal triangulation ofG, it is a proper interval graph due to Theorem
3, and there is a proper interval ordering  forH , which can be generated by min-LexBFS
(Lemma 21). The reverse ordering  to  is also a proper interval ordering for H and can
therefore be generated by min-LexBFS, too. Then,  is a 2min-LexBFS-ordering for G,
and H = (G,) by Lemma 21. 
Thoughweonly proved results for connected graphs it is an easy observation thatTheorem
22 is also true in case of disconnected graphs.
Lemma 21 also shows another interesting property of min-LexBFS on AT-free claw-
free graphs. Let G = (V ,E) be an AT-free claw-free graph that is not complete, and let
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M ⊆ V be a moplex of G. By making V \M a clique we obtain a triangulation H ′ of G.
There must be a minimal triangulation H of G such that G ⊆ H ⊆ H ′ which contains
M as a moplex. We know that each proper interval graph contains at most two moplexes.
Furthermore, the ﬁrst and the last vertex of a proper interval ordering for H belong to
different moplexes. Let  be a proper interval ordering for H such that the last vertex of
 does not belong to M . Then, the vertices of M must be the ﬁrst vertices of . Since 
is also a min-LexBFS-ordering for G, each moplex of an AT-free claw-free graph can be
generated by min-LexBFS.
At the end of this section, we want to solve a decision problem related to computing
a minimal triangulation of a graph. We show that we can decide in linear time whether a
graph is a minimal triangulation of a connected AT-free claw-free graph. This question for
an arbitrary graph G, whether a given chordal graph H is a minimal triangulation of it, is
solvable in time O(n · f +m) where f is the number of edges in H that are not contained
inG by using Ibarra’s dynamic algorithm for chordal graphs [27]. Note that it is necessary
that the vertices of both graphs are equally named since otherwise the (general) problem is
at least as hard as the graph isomorphism problem on chordal graphs.
Theorem 23. LetG=(V ,E) be a connected AT-free claw-free graph, and let H be a graph
on the same vertex set as G. It is linear-time decidable whether H is a minimal triangulation
of G.
Proof. We describe a decision algorithm.
0. If H is not connected, reject.
1. Let  be a 3min-LexBFS-ordering for H .
2. If  is not a proper interval ordering for H , reject.
3. Run min-LexBFS∗ on input G and ; let ′ be the output.
4. If  = ′, reject.
5. If H = (G,) then accept else reject.
Since every single step is executable in linear time, the algorithm runs obviously in linear
time. To be a minimal triangulation of G,H has to be a connected proper interval graph,
which is veriﬁed by steps 0, 1, 2 (cf. Theorem 16). If H is a minimal triangulation of G,
the algorithm accepts by Lemma 21. If H is not a minimal triangulation of G and step 4
nevertheless ends successfully,  is a minimal interval elimination scheme forG by Lemma
18, and therefore, (G,) is not equal to H . 
In the literature, a more general problem has been studied. Given a graph G and an
arbitrary triangulation H of G. How much does it cost to make H a minimal triangulation
of G? One has to ﬁnd a maximal set of edges of H that can be deleted and the resulting
graph is still a triangulation of G. Blair, Heggernes and Telle presented an algorithm that
solves the problem in time O(f · (m+ f )) where f denotes the number of edges inH that
are not inG [4]. Another algorithm was given by Dahlhaus [13]. It runs in time O(nm) and
improves the ﬁrst result if f is of order at least n. If no edge has to be deleted H is already
a minimal triangulation of G.
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7. On minimal triangulations of co-comparability graphs
Co-comparability graphs are AT-free [23], and therefore every minimal triangulation of
a co-comparability graph is an interval graph (Theorem 3). In this section, we will show
that min-LexBFS is also useful to compute a minimal triangulation of a co-comparability
graph. But in contrast toAT-free claw-free graphs, the algorithm cannot compute allminimal
triangulations of a given graph, more precisely, there are co-comparability graphs that
have minimal triangulations which cannot be computed by our algorithm. We observe
that LexBFS cannot compute minimal elimination schemes for co-comparability graphs.
Consider the known graphG of Fig. 2.G is a co-comparability graph: = 〈a, b, c, . . . , j〉
is a co-comparability ordering for G. But we already discussed in Section 3 that every
LexBFS run on G that starts with a generates an ordering that starts with 〈h, j, i〉. This,
however, is the beginning of no minimal elimination scheme for G.
Lemma 24. LetG=(V ,E)bea co-comparability graphanda co-comparability ordering
for G. Let = min-LexBFS∗(G,). Then, for every pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v ∈
V, u≺v implies v≺u, and  is a co-comparability ordering for G.
Proof. Suppose there are a rightmost vertex v ∈ V with regard to  and a vertex u ∈
V, uv /∈E, such that u≺v and u≺v. When v was selected by min-LexBFS∗, u could
not be contained in the same box as v. Then, there must be a vertex x, xu /∈E, xv ∈ E,
that separated u and v. Since xu /∈E and by the choice of v, x must be to the left of u in
, which gives x≺u≺v. By the deﬁnition of a co-comparability ordering and xv ∈ E, u
must be adjacent to x or v which contradicts the assumptions above.
Suppose there are three vertices u, v,w ∈ V, u≺v≺w, such that uw ∈ E, and v
is adjacent to neither u nor w. Then, w≺v and v≺u, which contradicts  being a co-
comparability ordering for G. 
Proposition 25. Let G = (V ,E) be a co-comparability graph and  a co-comparability
ordering for G. Then, = min-LexBFS∗(G,) is a minimal interval elimination scheme
for G.
Proof. Let H = (G, ), and let uv ∈ E(H)\E, u≺v. By Lemma 24, v≺u. Applying
Theorem 2, we show that uv is the unique chord in a cycle of length 4 in H . Since u
and v are non-adjacent in G,u and v have a common neighbour in H to the left of u
with respect to . Then, v has a neighbour z in G to the left of u. We can assume z =
lm(v). If z is non-adjacent to u, z could only be to the left of u with respect to , which
would contradict z≺u due to Lemma 24. By property P1 there is a neighbour x of u
such that z≺lm(x)≺v≺x. Since  is a co-comparability ordering for G, x and v are
adjacent. Hence, (u, x, z, v) is a cycle of length 4 in H , and uv is the unique chord in
this cycle. 
We did not only show that (u, x, z, v) is a cycle inH but also inG. Parra proved that for
a co-comparability graph G and any minimal triangulation H of G, an edge in H that is
not in G is always the unique chord in a cycle of length 4 in G [44].
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Theorem 26. There is a linear-time algorithm that computes a minimal triangulation of a
co-comparability graph.
Proof. In linear time, we compute a co-comparability ordering forG [36].Applying Propo-
sition 25 and Lemma 4, we obtain in overall linear time an interval model representation of
a minimal triangulation of G. 
At the end of Section 2, we discussed some properties of the graph G depicted in
Fig. 1. We observed that it has a minimal triangulation that is not equal to (G,) for
any BFS-ordering  forG. SinceG is a co-comparability graph, there is a co-comparability
graph and a minimal triangulation of it that cannot be computed by our algorithm presented
in Theorem 26.
As it has been announced in the introduction, we also obtain a linear-time recognition al-
gorithm for interval graphs. Interval graphs are co-comparability graphs, hencewe can com-
pute in linear time a co-comparability ordering. Proposition 25 shows that min-LexBFS∗
yields a minimal interval elimination scheme. If the input graph is chordal, no chord has
to be added, and the generated ordering is an interval ordering for the input graph. If the
input graph is not an interval graph, no ordering can be an interval ordering for this graph.
Therefore, the algorithm of Theorem 26 generates an interval ordering for the input graph
if and only if it is an interval graph. Note that it is not necessary to check whether the input
graph is co-comparability.
8. Approximating the bandwidth of AT-free claw-free and co-comparability graphs
Our algorithms for computing minimal triangulations have a nice application to the
BANDWIDTH problem. LetG= (V ,E) be a graph. A linear layout L ofG is a 1-1 mapping
from V to the set {1, . . . , n}. The width b(G,L) of the linear layout L is the maximum over
the set {|L(u)−L(v)| : uv ∈ E} ∪ {0}. The bandwidth bw(G) ofG is the minimum width
of a linear layout of G, i.e.,
bw(G)=min{b(G,L) : L is a linear layout of G}.
The decision problem BANDWIDTH={(G, k) : bw(G)k} is NP-complete [43], even when
restricted to the class of trees with maximum degree at most 3 [21]. Kloks, Kratsch and
Müller examined the BANDWIDTH problem for AT-free graphs and subclasses of AT-free
graphs [30]. They proved that BANDWIDTH remains NP-complete on complements of bi-
partite graphs. Since this class is a subclass of co-comparability graphs, the BANDWIDTH
problem on co-comparability graphs is NP-complete. They also showed the following inter-
esting result which links minimal triangulations of AT-free graphs, that are interval graphs
by Theorem 3, and the bandwidth problem.
Theorem 27 (Kloks et al. [30]). Let G = (V ,E) be an AT-free graph, and let H be a
minimal triangulation of G. Then, bw(G)bw(H)2 · bw(G).
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Sprague presented a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the bandwidth of an in-
terval graph which is stated below.
Theorem 28 (Sprague [49]). There is an algorithm that computes the bandwidth of a given
interval graph G in time O(n · log2 n), if G is given in form of an interval model.
Connecting these results with our minimal triangulation computation algorithm for co-
comparability graphs this provides an algorithm that approximates the bandwidth of such
graphs with worst case performance ratio 2.
Theorem 29. There is a 2-approximation algorithm for the bandwidth problem on co-
comparability graphs that runs in time O(n · log2 n+m).
Proof. LetG= (V ,E) be a co-comparability graph. In linear time, we compute a minimal
triangulationH ofG that is given in form of an interval model (Theorem 26). Applying the
algorithm of Theorem 28 to the interval model yields the bandwidth ofH . By Theorem 27,
bw(H)2 · bw(G). 
Kloks et al. gave a linear-time algorithm that approximates the bandwidth of co-
comparability graphs with worst case performance ratio 3 [30]. If the number of edges
of the input graph is of order at least n · log2 n, our algorithm is an improvement of the
former result.
ForAT-free claw-free graphs, we can do even better. It was shown by Kaplan and Shamir
that the bandwidth of a proper interval graph is one less than the clique size of it where the
clique size means the number of vertices in the largest clique [28]. Given the interval model
this can be computed in time O(n) [22]. Together with Theorems 22 and 27, we obtain the
following result which improves a previous algorithm by Fomin and Golovach [18].
Theorem 30. There is a linear-time 2-approximation algorithm for the bandwidth problem
on AT-free claw-free graphs.
9. Conclusions
We introduced a new algorithm min-LexBFS that generates vertex orderings. We
showed that variants of this algorithm compute minimal elimination schemes for AT-free
claw-free and co-comparability graphs. Furthermore, we presented a certifying recogni-
tion algorithm for proper interval graphs and a recognition algorithm for interval graphs.
This latter algorithm, however, seems more interesting from a theoretical point of view.
Habib et al. used a partition reﬁnement approach to compute an appropriate representation
of an interval graph, where the partition algorithm is guided by a clique-tree [24]. Our
algorithm also needs additional information. But though our partition algorithm is rather
simple, computing a co-comparability ordering in linear time is not considered to be sim-
ple. It would be interesting to ﬁnd another ordering that helps min-LexBFS to output an
interval ordering.
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The most challenging open problem in this surrounding, however, is the development of
an algorithm for computing minimal triangulations of AT-free graphs that runs faster than
the currently known best algorithm with worst case time bound O(nm).
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